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Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing: International Conference EUC 2004, Aizu-Wakamatsu City, Japan, August 25-27, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004

	Welcome to the proceedings of the 2004 International Conference on Embedded
	and Ubiquitous Computing (EUC 2004) which was held in Aizu-Wakamatsu
	City, Japan, 25–27 August 2004.


	Embedded and ubiquitous computing are emerging rapidly as exciting new
	paradigms and disciplines to provide computing and communication services...
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Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft Excel: A Practical Guide for Business Calculations (2nd Edition) (Financial Times)FT Press, 2010

	A practical guide for business calculations


	Mastering Financial Mathematics in Microsoft © Excel provides a comprehensive set of tools, methods and formulas which apply Excel to solving mathematical problems.


	The book:

	
		Explains basic calculations for mathematical finance
	...
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Encyclopedia of World CulturesMacmillan Technical, 2002
This volume, with one hundred new articles, supplements the award-winning 10-volume Encyclopedia of World Cultures, which was also organized and prepared by the Human Relations Area Files (HRAF) at Yale University, and published by G. K. Hall/Macmillan Library Reference between 1991 and 1996. The volume includes three kinds of entries. One kind is...
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Women, Islam and Everyday Life: Renegotiating Polygamy in Indonesia (Women in Asia Series)Routledge, 2009
This book examines Islam and women’s everyday life, focusing in particular on the highly controversial issue of polygamy. It discusses the competing interpretations of the Qur’anic verses that are at the heart of Muslim controversies over polygamy, with some groups believing that Islam enshrines polygamy as a male right, others seeing...
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The Interface of Domestic and International Factors in India’s Foreign Policy (Rethinking Globalizations)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book investigates the interplay of internal and external constraints, challenges and possibilities regarding foreign policy in India.

	
		It is the first attempt to systematically analyse and focus on the different actors and institutions in the domestic and international contexts who impose and push for various...
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Data Warehousing: Architecture and ImplementationPrentice Hall, 1998
A start-to-finish process for deploying successful data warehouses.
 This book delivers what every data warehousing project participant needs most: a thorough overview of today's best solutions, and a reliable step-by-step process for building warehouses that meet their objectives. It answers the key questions asked by everyone involved in a...
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Grid Computing: Software Environments and ToolsSpringer, 2005
Grid computing combines aspects from parallel computing, distributed computing and data management, and has been playing an important role in pushing forward the state-of-the-art in computer science and information technologies. There is considerable interest in Grid computing at present, with a significant number of Grid projects being launched...
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Taming the Money Sharks: 8 Super-Easy Stock Investment MaximsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Easy-to-follow guidelines from a pro for simplifying your investments, protecting yourself from the investment sharks and achieving financial freedom Drawing on his years as an investor for leading banks in the U.S. and Asia, Philip Cheng delivers down-to-earth strategies guaranteed to make you "shark-proof" while you optimize...
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SpeakOut: The Step-by-Step Guide to SpeakOuts and Community Workshops (Tools for Community Planning)Earthscan, 2009
This new manual is the product of nearly two decades of successful practice by internationally acclaimed community planning specialists. It will enable both planning veterans and people with little or no experience in the field to conduct a wide variety of community engagement events with absolute confidence.  
 
It introduces the...
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iMEC-APCOMS 2019: Proceedings of the 4th International Manufacturing Engineering Conference and The 5th Asia Pacific Conference on Manufacturing Systems (Lecture Notes in Mechanical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	This book presents the proceedings of the 4th International Manufacturing Engineering Conference and 5th Asia Pacific Conference on Manufacturing Systems (iMEC-APCOMS 2019), held in Putrajaya, Malaysia, on 21–22 August 2019. Covering scientific research in the field of manufacturing engineering, with focuses on industrial engineering,...
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The Accidental Guerrilla: Fighting Small Wars in the Midst of a Big OneOxford University Press, 2009
David Kilcullen is one of the world's most influential experts on counterinsurgency and modern warfare. A Senior Counterinsurgency Advisor to General David Petraeus in Iraq, his vision of war dramatically influenced America's decision to rethink its military strategy in Iraq and implement "the surge."
Now, in The Accidental...
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The Hellenistic Settlements in Syria, the Red Sea Basin, and North Africa (Hellenistic Culture and Society)University of California Press, 2006

	This is the second of a three-volume study of the Hellenistic settlements. The first, The Hellenistic Settlements in Europe, the Islands, and Asia Minor, dealt with foundations in those regions. The present volume focuses on the Hellenistic settlements of Syria, the Red Sea Basin, and North Africa. The third volume will deal with the...
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